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Big Picture

• What can economists contribute to estimates of the global social cost of carbon? 

• … conditional on how carbon emissions raise sea level and temperature

• Hsiao: bottom up 

• adaptation costs are part of the SCC

• Nath, Ramey, and Klenow: top down


• GDP per capita is our favorite macro metric

• Why is it so important to get it right? …
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Challenge

• Top down approach looks within, not across, countries


• that approach was established by Dell, Jones, and Olken

• Implies extrapolating from a small amount of variation in temperature


• and that variation may be misleading, given adaptation

• Challenge is nicely illustrated with a scatter …
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max-min variation within countries is more than twice the average increase in 
temperature observed over the period and reasonably similar to estimated global  
temperature increases expected to occur over the next century. Figure 1 further 
shows that, while there tend to be larger temperature !uctuations in cooler countries, 
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Figure 1. Changes and Variability in Temperature and Precipitation

Notes: These graphs present data on each country’s temperature (panel A) and precipitation (panel B), plotted against 
per capita GDP from the World Development Indicators (WDI) in the year 2000. For each country, the circle sym-
bols represent the mean level of temperature/precipitation in the 4rst decade of our sample (1950–1959), the plus 
symbols represent the mean level of temperature/precipitation in the last decade of our sample (1996–2005), and the 
gray lines indicate the range of annual temperature/precipitation levels we observe for that country during our sam-
ple period. Country averages are calculated using population weights, as discussed in the text.
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• Given the challenge, NRK’s treatment is the best I’ve seen


• careful analysis of the dynamic responses of GDP and temperature itself to a temperature shock

• How to think about a temperature shock 

• don’t think of it as a shock that ruins this year’s crop (then you’d see a bounce back) 

• instead, think of it as a shock that interferes with productivity investments (so persistent) 

• falling behind creates potential for technological catch up (so not a growth effect)

• Bottom line is a much higher estimate of the GDP cost of a temperature shock


• So a higher SCC (but much lower than one built on permanent growth effects)
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Conclusion

• The top down approach needs to be done well; this paper is a major contribution


• but there’s a leap of faith in taking such results too seriously

• Preferable to build up from tangible cases as is nicely done in Allan Hsiao’s paper


• that will take much longer, and we need rough answers ASAP 

• A promising approach in between is a recent paper by Bilal and Rossi-Hansberg


• “Anticipating Climate Change …”, but I call it “Capital and the Cost of Climate Change”


• … a dynamic macro/spatial analysis of localized shocks (severe storms) that damage capital
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